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With the introduction of new cancer treatment modalities, pathologists are constantly challenged to make clinically actionable diagnoses that will guide modern therapeutics. Gynecologic oncology is one area where even minor variations in the pathologic diagnosis could significantly impact the way a clinician may tailor their plan. Neoadjuvant therapy, two-step-surgical staging, and adjuvant radiation therapy are only few examples of what could be offered to patients depending on the clinicians’ understanding of the subtle language in the pathology report. This talk will draw attention of practicing pathologists to problematic clinical scenarios that may not be immediately evident in the specimens they encounter on daily basis. In these scenarios, the clinicians may be looking for triggered features that they perceive as crucial for their planning. Defining the clinical relevance of these issues is a key to keeping the pathologists engaged as active members of the multidisciplinary management team. Real-life examples will be presented with in-depth discussions of not only the differential diagnosis, but also the clinical relevance of each of the possible diagnosis. Attendants will be able to recognize how the slight change of diagnosis, wording or even describing the salient features of their diagnosis may result in different management course. The talk will also explore tools that can help address these issues and ensure the highest patient safety. It will stimulate the discussion around considering even further solutions.
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